Milwaukee, City Hall to #LightItBlue in support of healthcare workers

Statement from Alderwoman Chantia Lewis
April 15, 2020

Since the COVID-19 pandemic began several weeks ago, day-to-day life has shifted for citizens in Milwaukee, the United States and those across the globe. At the forefront of this pandemic are the healthcare and other essential workers still fighting daily to keep people healthy and safer at home.

Tomorrow, Milwaukee will join cities across the country in turning blue to show support for essential workers. City Hall will participate with other downtown businesses by illuminating the “Mixed Feelings” statue on the corner of Wells and Water St. This is just one small way in which we can show our gratitude and continued support to these individuals who are truly heroes in our community.

I encourage businesses and residents alike to stand with ALL those working on the front lines and join the movement tomorrow by turning your lights blue.

To those who continue to serve in the face of this pandemic – thank you!
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